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We are a multi-faceted tech team comprising of product engineers 
and software designers, operating from our sunny Melbourne facility – 
where we create award winning products which are highly advanced, yet 
so simple to use. 

Usability - Software compliance with Australian usability standards.
Safe - Data security whilst in transit and at rest.
Aus Certified – For use on Telstra and Vodafone network.
Experience – 10 Years experience in product development.
Continuity – With clients like the Federal Government, we will always be 
here.
Reliable – We have been in the personal safety and GPS tracking for  

WHY CHOOSE NUTTAG?



Smart and Powerful, set safety regions on your app to enable Geo-Fence alerts, access 
up to 90 days of historical footprints, emergency SOS button, fall detection, video 
and standard voice calling(like a mobile phone), messaging, collision alerts, global live 
tracking and up to 7 days (standby) with an easy to use magnetic touch charging cable.  
 
“NutTAG’s NEW 4G / 3G watch is the market leader!” 

MEET THE WORLD’S MOST ACCURATE, LIVE 
GPS TRACKER & PERSONAL SAFETY ALARM



NOW YOU CAN FIND 
YOUR LOVED ONES 
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
A simple reliable ready to use out of the box solution 
mean you don’t need to be tech savvy 

Current Location
Replace Battery Alert

Safety Region Active



PROTECT YOUR LOVED ONES

Aged Care assistive technology helps keep loved ones safe 
by simultaneously notifying careers, family and any other 
parties if your loved one has a fall, triggers an SOS alert or 
wanders past a set safe zones.

NutTAG 4G smart watch GPS tracker and Personal Safety 
Alarm is designed to seamlessly integrate into their lifestyle 
and offer piece of mind through the confidence that you can 
constantly monitor, locate and receive warnings when it 
counts.

Personal SOS Alerts family

Video & Voice Call

Set multiple Geo-fence safe zones

Heart rate monitor

Fall detection

*We supply all major Australian Aged Care facilities.



INSTANT ALERTS 
AND NOTIFICATIONS

The most efficient and accessible 
method designed for critical alerts 
delivery, SMS can also be sent to 

multiple family and friends.

SMS

Push notifications are responsive 
and convenient for those that 

keep an eye on their apps, great 
for low level alerts or notifications.

APP NOTIFICATION



Emergency SOS button offer a gold 
standard in personal security. 

SOS Emergency Button

SOS

Designed to seamlessly integrate 
with your children’s lifestyle, offers 
peace of mind and confidence. IP67 
splash and water-resistant.  

Waterproof

Make standard or Video calls from or 
to your watch. You have the control 
to allow who is able to call and when 
all from your app.

Be notified if a potential fall has 
taken place. Fast alerts allow you 

to react promptly.

Video & Voice Call

Fall Detection

Create virtual fences and receive 
alerts when 4G Watch enters or 

exits defined zones.

Geo-Fence Alerts

Track and Monitor
Knowing where your loved ones 
are at all times offers the highest 
level of security and peace of mind.

KEY FEATURES

Do not disturb, Heart reat monitor, Fall / Collision detection, Pedometer, Alarms / Reminders, In-app messaging(receive texts), Store up to 15 number in 
a phonebook, Wifi indoor positioning(GPS+WIFI+LBS positioning), remote voice monitor, Camera, Magnetic easy charge, 4G /3G,  Securely encrypted to 
Australian gold standards.  

More features include:



View 48 hours of location history in the app anytime so you always 
have a track record or check the complete location history. 

You will have 12 weeks of data available at any point in time. 
If you need more than this just ask. 

Historical 
Location Records



HIGHLY ACCURATE AND RESPONSIVE 
REAL-TIME TRACKING SYSTEMS

A combination of NutTAG proprietary algorithms GPS, LTE, GLONASS, Wi-Fi, 
base station and GPS technologies deliver powerful location accuracy.



Geo-Fence / Safety Region:
Use Google Maps to easily set multiple custom areas/zones 
and be alerted whenever the watch leaves one of your 
defined zones.  

Our proprietary geofence algorithms eliminate 98% of 
false alerts, unlike the majority of other GPS products. 

Emergency SOS: 
In an emergency or distress press and hold the SOS button 
on the side, the watch will automatically call, message or 
both your three preset emergency contacts. 

Help is a button push away! 24hr emergency monitoring 
services also available please enquire.  

Phone Book:
Add up to 15 numbers to watch the contact list.

Two-way Call: 
The onboard speaker and microphone allow you to call the unit via mobile 
number and communicate two-way just like a mobile phone.

Night Mode::
Place device on “night mode” to sleep and save power, from 10 pm to 6 am.

Video Call: 
Now you can video call your loved ones with easy, connecting the whole family 
from grandkids to grandparents.  

Live Tracking:
Live and accurate GPS tracking means you can locate the watch on a google 
map, anywhere, any time.  This high level of visibility offers both security and 
peace of mind.

Location Accuracy: 
YYour 4G Smartwatch GPS unit uses multiple positioning technologies to get 
you the most accurate location 2-5m. Get fast and reliable GPS location with 
47+ satellites and indoor wifi location.

Messaging: 
Use our safe and secure in-app messaging service to text the watch. The watch 
can then send audio messages back to you. 

Fall Detection:
Many tuned sensors in the watch monitor for any sudden impact or falling 
motion triggering, alerts to emergency contacts. Unlike other devices, we can 
adjust this feature’s sensitivity to ensure that you get the right alerts.

Heart Rate Monitor:
Remotely monitor the heart rate of whoever is wearing the watch from your 
app anywhere.

 ELDERLY 4G GPS WATCH 
ALL FEATURES 

NEW features designed by 
NutTAG engineers for you.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



International Ready: 
Your watch is ready to use overseas right out of the box. 
With no range limitations, you can track your watch from 
the other side of the globe. Contact support for further 
information.

Advanced Power Modes: 
We have formulated advanced power modes allowing 
you to maximise your watches full potential. Manage your 
watch remotely via the app, allowing maximum control and 
security when it matters most.

Ultra-Long Battery Life:
The 4G watch has an ultra-long battery life due to NutTAGs 
proprietary power management modes and software. 

Waterproof:
The 4G watches has a standard waterproof rating of IP67 
which can be withstand running water like in a shower. 
However, it can not be submerged for long periods.

Low Battery: 
Custom low battery alerts will ensure that your watch never goes flat.

Historical Location Records: 
Access tacking footprint, view up to 60 days of location information from the 
palm of your hands. 

Safety:
Block all unknown numbers from calling the watch, and only allow defined 
numbers to contact the watch.

Custom Alerts & Medication Reminders:  
Set up to five custom reminders as set times. 

Pedometer:  
Health is essential, track the number of steps taken whilst wearing the watch 
through the pedometer.  

Instant Alerts: 
We deliver alerts in many ways; in-app push notifications, SMS, and calls 
directly from the watch - so no alert can be missed. Instant alerts ensure that 
appropriate actions can take place promptly.

Watch Finder: 
Make the watch ring from the app to help locate it when misplaced.      

Ultra-low Radiation:
The 4G watch has an ultra-long battery life due to NutTAGs proprietary power 
management modes and software. 

Shared Device:
Share your watch with multiple app accounts: mum, dad, grandma, everyone 
can have access to the watch.

    

 ELDERLY 4G GPS WATCH 
ALL FEATURES 

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



Live Tracking Mode 
In this mode, Both SIM, GPS chip, LTE Glonass and Wi-fi technologies are always 
working and can always update location and receive calls and messages.
The battery will last up to 24 hours depending on the reporting interval.

Smart Power Saving Mode – (Custom reporting interval) 
In this mode, GPS and Wi-fi chips are off when there is no movement or alarm. In 
this mode, the battery is conserved when the device isn’t moving.
SIM modem is always working to receives calls, SMS and settings can be updated 
without any issues. The GPS and Wi-fi chips are activated by motion, alarms or 
incoming calls. The battery life, in this case, is determined by the time spent idle – 
With no movement, the battery can last 1 – 3 days.

Under normal use, the battery will last 8 - 28 hours.

Dormant Mode
In this mode, all communication and location chips will hibernate while stationary. 
This means that updates to settings will need to be managed by a member of our 
support team as the device does not maintain a connection to the server. The device 
will appear offline and all features will not work unless movement is detected. The 
battery life, in this case, is determined by the time spent idle. With no movement, 
the battery can last up to 7 days. 

Indoor positioning
A combination of NutTAG proprietary algorithms GPS, LTE, GLONASS, Wi-Fi, base 
station and GPS technologies deliver powerful location accuracy.

 ADVANCED MODES
FOR  ULTRA LONG 

BATTERY LIFE

Proprietary Software 
Only avalible on NutTAG devices



BYO SIM | No ongoing costs

Safe and convenient easy 
self-attaching magnetic 
charging cable. 

Water Resistant IP67
Instant Notifications / Alerts 

Ultra Long Battery Life 
Ultra-low Radiation

Proprietary NutTAG Software 
50g

SMALLER THAN THE COMPETITION

EASY MAGNETIC CHARGING

1.69cm

4.8cm

4.1cm

Up to 
27.4cm*

* black leather bands: 27.4 cm
   rubber bands: 22.6 cm

4G / 3G SMART 
GPS WATCH 

SPECIFICATIONS



4G SMART 
GPS WATCH

ALL IN 
ONE BOX

Contents: 4G Smart GPS tracking Watch, magnetic 
charging charging cable, instruction manual, mini 
screwdriver.

Protect your loved ones by keeping track of their real-time 
location via your app.  
 

Smart-phone App 
Local Support  
1-Year Warranty  
No ongoing costs!

YOUR PERSONAL TRACKER

https://nuttag.com.au/collections/watch-gps-for-kids


Expert monitoring of home, commercial, and medical 
support systems 
Utilising our cutting edge technologies allows us to offer the Gold Standard in 
services such as; monitoring on-demand, email reporting, and SMS alerts. Provide 
additional value to our customers whilst developing our customer service response 
to indeed the best levels in class. 
We have not just partnered with any monitoring centre. Blueforce genuinely 
cares about every customer and excel by summoning the help our customers 
need, when they need it, in rapid time while maintaining the kindness for which 
we are recognised. As a nationally certified A-Grade monitoring centre, Blueforce 
maintains impressive rapid response times and are certified to contact police, fire or 
ambulance in an emergency. 
Our mission is to ensure that our customers have peace of mind knowing we will 
be accountable for providing real-time support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Why choose 24/7 monitoring? 
Certified Operators: An experienced and fully-licensed team of operators, all 
trained in senior first aid provides 24-hour monitoring and technical support with 
certified response times exceeding industry standards
Cutting Edge Technology: Cutting edge monitoring facility with UPS and generator 
back-up to ensure no downtime with stringent data integrity and secure facilities.
Versatility: Access to interpreter services. Multiple communication pathways to 
receivers for alarm transmission, data reports and audio recordings of all events.

Support starts from 35 dollars 

24/7 EMERGENCY 
MONITORING 



We’re here to help, 
through email, live chat 

or call our hotline.

CHARGING DOCK 
& BLUETOOTH 

SPEAKER

ACCESSORY



Simple Price

*Valid: 04/07/20

Unlike the others we don’t charge to use our services.  
BYO SIM means you can choose any mobile service and use it in your watch. You will require a text, talk and data service, 

however if you only have a data SIM we can still make this work for you. 

NO Monthly Charges

BYO SIM Card

Mobile App Access

Local Support

Security Updates

1 Year Warranty

FOREVER

FREE

No Fees .  No Contracts

https://nuttag.com.au/collections/watch-gps-for-kids


*Updated: 17/11/21

Telstra Plans
A Telstra data plan that suits your needs

PremiumBasic Ultimate

20 /mo$ 35 /mo$7.91/mo$

60 mins of outgoing 
voice/video calls
Charged $240 annually

30 mins of outgoing 
voice/video calls
Charged $95 annually

90 mins of outgoing 
voice/video calls
Charged $420 annually



CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

Safe again to walk alone
My father is in his eighties and is early-stage Alzheimer’s. He walks morning 
and afternoon and loves to take his grandson out to the park, however, there 
have been a few incidences recently where he took a wrong turn and taken 
hours to find his way home. It was only once our son was with him that we 
realised the extent of the issue.  

For his birthday we gave him a watch to match his grandsons which  they both 
LOVE its perfect! I now get alerts when he leaves the house and when he 
returns, if he is out for too long I can quickly check my app and see where he is. 
The watch has been a huge relief for me and my siblings, who also have access 
to dads GPS. Just knowing that if anything does happen like a fall, he can push 
the SOS button that instantly alerts us allowing us to call the GPS and speak to 
him directly to comfort him and take action immediately.

Freedom
Nuttag GPS Tracker and Safety Alarm has been designed for the National 
Disability Insurance Scheme as assistive technology for the elderly. Offering 
you the confidence that you can be in touch with your loved ones at the press 
of a button. Removing the barriers to freedom, ensuring an active and healthy 
life. The GPS tracker and Safety Alarm can minimise this risks associated 
with autonomous living and not receiving care immediately in an emergency. 
Key features include two-way communication, fall detection, wonder alerts, 
emergency SOS button, easy charging, heartrate monitor and an easy to use 
self-managed app for remote monitoring.

https://nuttag.com.au/collections/watch-gps-for-kids


ORGANISATIONS 
THAT TRUST US

A sample of Australian companies we supply. 



Q: What should I look for in a GPS?
A: Although there are many features on a GPS 
device there are a core group which should be 
observed as a baseline, they are; battery life, 
tracking accuracy, data security, cell network 
certifications and the application used to access 
GPS should meet highest usability and accessibility 
standards. 

Q: What are the costs?
A: The only cost to you is the upfront cost of the 
watch, we have NO ongoing charges or fees. 

Q: Are there any contracts?
A: NutTAG do not create contractual agreements 
on any products. Once you purchase your devices 
its yours, and will continue to work. 

Q: Are there any subscriptions?
A: No. we don’t believe in subscriptions to use our 

software, it will always be free.

Q: Do I need a SIM?
A: Yes you will need to purchase a SIM card and 
service with text, call and data. If you have only a 

data SIM we can make this work, contact support 

for further information. 

Q: International roaming?
A: As long as your SIM supports international travel 

so will your watch. – Speak with our customer care 
team to learn more.

Q: How do I receive my Alerts? 
A: Notifications and Alerts are sent directly to your 
App. You can also request for these to be sent via 
SMS  and calls these alerts will use your SIM’s plan. 

Q: Can I preset my emergency 
contacts?

A: You can set up to 15 different numbers to SMS 

alert or call on press SOS. 

 WATCH GPS 
FAQ’S

Q: How long will the battery last?
A: The device was designed with battery life 

in mind. Battery life is influenced by several 
factors, such as cellular coverage, GPS availability, 
temperature and your device’s activity level. 
Depending on usage, mode and environmental 
factors battery life is generally one day. The battery 
can then be completely re-charged within two 
hours.

Q: What is the data security policy?
A: At NutTAG we operate a safety and security first 
approach – we store all of our data on Amazon Web 
Services which are located in Sydney and offer a 
gold standard of data whilst in transit and at rest.

Q: Are you NDIS registered?
A: Yes we are an NDIS registered provider, there 

are multiple ways to claim, get in touch with our 
helpful support team to learn more about options 
available.



We have helped many customers with the process of gaining funding for their Tracking and 
Personal Safety Alarms. If you are NDIS manage we can access your portal to create a service 

booking within 24hrs. Please follow steps below to request an invoice. Click HERE to fill out our 
online form.

NDIS Fund Managed

Select the right product/s

Speak with one of our NDIS specialist or go on live chat 
to ensure you choose the best device to fit your needs.01

STEP Payment

After you formally accept your quote via email or phone 
call, we will proceed with making a service booking on 
NDIS participants portal.

04
STEP

Request a quote

To request a quote for an NDIS participant we require the 
following information: NDIS number, NDIS participant full 
name, NDIS participants date of birth, delivery address, 
contact number, requested items and quantities. We may 
also require guidance as to which fund has been allocated 
e.g. Consumables, Daily, Assistive Technology. 

02
STEP

Receive and set up

Once service booking and payment request has been 
made we will dispatch all your goods within 24hours. 
We will email you an Australia Post tracking number 
as well as your set up instructions. If you need any 
help, you can book and appointment with one of our 
specialists or chat with us on LiveChat.

05
STEP

Accept your quote

We will email you a quote as per your request in step 2 
within 2-48hours. If there is any issues with the quote/
invoice please let us know so we can have it amended 
asap for you.

03
STEP

Email
support@nuttag.com.au

Live Chat
nuttag.com.au

Call
1300 662 280

https://nuttag.com.au/pages/claim-on-ndis


If you are Plan manage your Occupational Therapist or funding organisation 
can pay us directly via a provided invoice. Please follow steps below to request 

an invoice. Click HERE to fill out our online form.

Plan Managed

Select the right product/s

Unsure which products to choose? Speak with one of 
our specialist or go on live chat to ensure you choose 
the best device to fit your needs.

01
STEP

Payment

Once quote/invoice has been accepted, you can pay 
directly online using the link, or via EFT using bank 
details provided on invoice, or call us and pay over 
the phone. If payment is made via EFT please send a 
remittance advice to accounts(at)nuttag.com.au to 
ensure payment is recorded.

04
STEP

Request a quote

To request a quote/invoice for an NDIS participant 
we require the following information: NDIS number, 
participant full name, best delivery address, attention 
delivery to, best contact number, requested items and 
quantities.

02
STEP

Receive and set up

Once service booking and payment request has been 
made we will dispatch all your goods within 24hours. 
We will email you an Australia Post tracking number 
as well as your set up instructions. If you need any 
help, you can book and appointment with one of our 
specialists or chat with us on LiveChat.

05
STEP

Accept your quote

We will email you a quote as per your request in step 2 
within 2-48hours. If there is any issues with the quote/
invoice please let us know so we can have it amended 
asap for you.

03
STEP

Email
support@nuttag.com.au

Live Chat
nuttag.com.au

Call
1300 662 280

https://nuttag.com.au/pages/claim-on-ndis


We have helped many customers with the process of gaining funding for their 
Tracking and Personal Safety Alarms. If you are Self Manage you can purchase 

online directly or request an special invoice and pay via EFT, or call us. Please follow 
steps below to request an invoice. Click HERE to fill out our online form.

Self Managed

01
STEP

Payment

Only applies to quote/invoice - Once quote/invoice has 
been accepted, you can pay directly online using the 
link, or via EFT using bank details provided on invoice, 
or call us and pay over the phone. If payment is made 
via EFT please send a remittance advice to accounts(at)
nuttag.com.au to ensure payment is recorded.

04
STEP

02
STEP

Receive and set up

Once payment has been made we will dispatch all 
your goods within 2 business days. Email provided will 
receive an email containing an Australia Post tracking 
number as well as your set up instructions. If you need 
any help, you can book and appointment with one of our 
specialists or chat with us on LiveChat.

05
STEP

Select the right product/s

Unsure which products to choose? Speak with one of 
our specialist or go on live chat to ensure you choose 
the best device to fit your needs.

Request a quote

As a Self managed NDIS participant you can either 
purchase directly online or you can request a quote/
invoice. All NDIS quotes/invoices include support item 
numbers attributed to each product. For a quote/invoice 
we require the following information: NDIS number, 
participant full name, delivery address, contact number, 
requested items and quantities.

Accept your quote

IF you purchase online a receipt will be sent to you 
automatically. For a quote/invoice we will email you as 
per your request in step 2 within 2-48hours. If there is 
any issues with the quote/invoice please let us know so 
we can have it amended asap for you.    

03
STEP

Email
support@nuttag.com.au

Live Chat
nuttag.com.au

Call
1300 662 280

https://nuttag.com.au/pages/claim-on-ndis


Support Team
NutTAG Australia

We’re here to help, 
through email, live chat 

or call our hotline.

CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

Email
support@nuttag.com.au

Live Chat
nuttag.com.au

Call
1300 662 280



A DEVICE FOR 
EVERYONE, EVERYDAY



Melbourne Head Office: 40 Porter St, Prahran, VIC, AUS  3181  

Contact: info@nuttag.com.au

Melbourne       San Francisco
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